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Who is Prosoft Engineering?

- Software developer specializing on the Mac OS, since 1985

- Started out as an engineering services company doing contract work with many of Apple’s key developers including Disney, Epson, HP, Iomega, Microsoft, Sony, and VST.

- Prosoft has licensed multiple technologies to Apple including disk utilities, plug-and-play drivers, CD burning software and Drive Setup.

- Today Prosoft products can be found in your local Apple Stores, CompUSA, MicroCenters as well as hundreds of online partners and distribution partners around the world.
Data Rescue II
Emergency Hard Drive Recovery
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What is Data Rescue II?

+ Recovers data from faulty, unmountable, or corrupted hard drives
+ Recovers deleted or trashed files
+ Focuses on data recovery, instead of hard drive repair
+ Analyzes, but does not write to your hard drive
+ More effective than other utilities

Data Rescue II’s Powerful Features

+ Recovers icons, dates, and even folder hierarchy
+ Comes on a convenient Bootable CD for emergency use
+ Allows you to select a safe location to save your recovered files to (including FireWire, SCSI, ATA, USB, or Network volumes)
+ Professional results, yet easy to use (Expert or Assistant Mode)
Assistant Mode - will walk you through the recovery process.

Scanning drive: Boot Volume

Initial pass through scan data
261760 keys
Remaining time: about 5 seconds

The information below is a summary of your scan options. If these are satisfactory, click the continue button to start the scan.

Note - Scanning could take a long time depending on the scan method chosen, the size of the drive to be scanned, and particularly if the drive has trouble reading the data. If you stop the scan, the scan will have to be run again.

Options:
- Disk to scan: Boot Volume
- Working Volume: Recovery
- Scan Method: Quick scan
**Quick Scan**

- will find files and folders that are part of the catalog tree

**Thorough Scan**

- comprehensive scan that searches not only the catalog but also byte by byte for data.

**Deleted Files**

- searches the drive’s free space for known file types

**Use Scan File**

- loads scan info from previous scan

**Analyze**

- gauges the drive’s reading performance

**Clone**

- copies every byte including free space on the drive
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I LOVE Picture Rescue by Prosoft! It is incredibly fast and easy to use.

Joy and wags!
Lori A. Cheung
Joy and wags! - Lori A. Cheung
(www.thepetphotographer.com)

“There is no doubt that, while working on assignment, Picture Rescue will be with me at all times.”

Paul Abell, AbellCreative

“Thank you from the very bottom of my heart for saving all my husband’s research data.”

Susan Shaffer, Naturalist/ Business Coordinator/Web designer

“Excellent job! My search for the perfect backup utility is over.”

Dan Griffith - Engineering Manager, Freescale Semiconductor

“Every once in a while a group of products come along that make you wonder how you managed your business without them.”

Rick Smolan, CEO of Against All Odds Productions

“I hope this never happens again, but if it does, at least I know that there is a strong chance that Data Rescue will save the day.”

John Mennella, owner id Music
Special Pricing

Data Rescue II            $75          ($99 MSRP)
Data Rescue II            $199         ($249 MSRP)
IT License (unlimited use)

To purchase please call our sales department at:
1-877-477-6763